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Elementary stably stratified flows with linear instability at all large Richardson numbers have been
introduced recently by the authors@J. Fluid Mech. 376, 319–350 ~1998!#. These elementary
stratified flows have spatially constant but time varying gradients for velocity and density. Here the
nonlinear stability of such flows in two space dimensions is studied through a combination of
numerical simulations and theory. The elementary flows that are linearly unstable at large
Richardson numbers are purely vortical flows; here it is established that from random initial data,
linearized instability spontaneously generates local shears on buoyancy time scales near a specific
angle of inclination that nonlinearly saturates into localized regions of strong mixing with density
overturning resembling Kelvin–Helmholtz instability. It is also established here that the phase of
these unstable waves does not satisfy the dispersion relation of linear gravity waves. The vortical
flows are one family of stably stratified flows with uniform shear layers at the other extreme and
elementary stably stratified flows with a mixture of vorticity and strain exhibiting behavior between
these two extremes. The concept of effective shear is introduced for these general elementary flows;
for each large Richardson number there is a critical effective shear with strong nonlinear instability,
density overturning, and mixing for elementary flows with effective shear below this critical value.
The analysis is facilitated by rewriting the equations for nonlinear perturbations in vorticity-stream
form in a mean Lagrangian reference frame. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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The issue of stability of large scale stratified flows plays
an essential role both for theoretical and practical rea-
sons, in particular, in designing numerical models for
stratified turbulence. This work discusses stability prop-
erties of several classes of elementary time periodic flow
with density stratification parametrized by the Richard-
son number. An important analytical result, due to Miles
and Howard, establishes that stationary shear flows with
the Richardson number higher then a specified threshold
value are stable to small perturbations. This result is of-
ten utilized by various numerical models of turbulence
for switching off the turbulent diffusivity when the Rich-
ardson number is large, even in situations where the
Miles–Howard criterion is formally not applicable. We
present several unambiguous elementary examples o
time periodic flows with instabilities in the fully nonlinear
regime. To better characterize the stability properties of
the elementary flows, in addition to the Richardson num-
ber we introduce the effective shear associated with the
net shearing effect of the elementary flows over one pe
riod.

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: Electronic
kronhaus@cims.nyu.edu
31054-1500/2000/10(1)/3/25/$17.00
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I. INTRODUCTION

The nature of instabilities, mixing and turbulence in s
bly stratified flows is important for flows in the atmosphe
and ocean which often have stable density gradients as
as for a variety of engineering flows.1,2 In general, mixing
and turbulence are suppressed in stably stratified flow
high Richardson numbers when compared with homo
neous turbulent flows;1,2 nevertheless, the instability an
mixing that occurs can have a significant effect on larg
scale motion and the parametrization of these effects in
merical models is an important practical issue.2,3,4

The Miles–Howard theorem suggests that shear insta
ity is suppressed with strong stratification.5,6 This theorem
states that steady shear flowsVW 5(v(z),0,0) in an inviscid
stably stratified fluid are linearly stable for all Richards
numbers,Ri, satisfying

Ri.
1

4
, Ri5

N2

S ]v
]zD 2 ~1!

with N252g ]r/]z/r0 , the square of the buoyancy o
Brunt–Vaisala frequency. The criterion in~1! is often inter-
preted and applied literally for time-dependent flow fields
numerical modeling for the atmosphere or ocean. For
ample, a popular turbulent eddy diffusivity used in numeric
il:
© 2000 American Institute of Physics
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simulations in the atmosphere/ocean community is the Lil
Smagorinsky eddy diffusivity7,8 where the turbulent eddy
diffusivity is completely switched off and set to zero forRi
>Ri> 1

4 with Ri of order unity.3,4,9

In contrast to the above viewpoint, important theoreti
work of Drazin10 demonstrates that a monochromatic prop
gating gravity wave in a stably stratified flow is unstable
all Richardson numbers and recent numerical simulation11

reveal that such instabilities lead to breaking gravity wa
with subsequent nonlinear mixing at moderately large Ri
ardson numbers. Recently the authors12 have introduced a
class of elementary time-dependent stably stratified flo
and have demonstrated that these flows are linearly uns
in three dimensions at all large Richardson numbers.
dominant linearized instabilities in these flows are pur
two-dimensional parametric instabilities which grow at twi
the period of the underlying elementary flow.12 These el-
ementary flows have constant spatial gradients for both
locity and density which vary in time. Parametric instabiliti
are often found in the behavior of internal gravity wave
One prominent example is the pioneering work of Orlansk13

where parametric instabilities arise simply through tim
periodic variations in the buoyancy frequency. In contra
the basic states studied here involve self-consistent nonli
interaction through baroclinic vorticity production.

The elementary flows with instability at all large Rich
ardson numbers are purely vortical flows with tim
dependent dynamics described by the nonlinear pendu
equation12 ~see Sec. II!. These vortical flows are one extrem
case of elementary stratified flows introduced in Ref. 12 w
uniform shear layers at the other extreme as well as o
more general elementary flows with a combination of vort
ity and strain~see Sec. II! with intermediate behavior be
tween these two extreme cases. Such elementary flows
motivated by the general kinematic fact following direct
from Taylor expansion that every stratified flow field loca
has constant velocity and density gradients with high ac
racy. Thus, general solutions of the time-dependent Bo
inesq equations with spatially constant but time varying g
dients provide a local fit to more general stratified flu
motions.12,14,15Therefore, the smaller scale nonlinear ins
bilities which occur in such elementary flows can provi
fundamental insight into the subtle issues of mixing at la
Richardson numbers for more general flows as well as t
sub-grid scale parametrization.

The goal of this paper is to study the nonlinear instab
ity, density overturning, and mixing in perturbations of t
elementary stratified flows described above. Here we fo
on the nonlinear development of instabilities within the
viscid Boussinesq equations in two space variables. We
this for two reasons: the dominant modes of linearized in
bility are purely two dimensional;12 in two dimensions, we
exploit the vorticity-stream formulation of the Boussine
equations and mean Lagrangian coordinates~Sec. II C! to
obtain an elegant reformulation of both the linear and n
linear instability of elementary flows which is transparent
the study of both linear and nonlinear stability.

In Sec. II, we describe the elementary exact solutions
the Boussinesq equations which provide the basic state
ownloaded 20 Feb 2004 to 128.122.81.71. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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our study of nonlinear instability. We also introduce the im
portant concept of effective shear for elementary flows wh
plays a crucial role for interpreting the results in subsequ
sections of the paper. We end Sec. II with the reformulat
utilizing mean Lagrangian coordinates. In Sec. III, we brie
summarize a transparent linear stability theory in mean
grangian coordinates; these results play a crucial role in
signing and interpreting the numerical experiments for n
linear stability theory in subsequent sections. We a
establish that the basic instabilities for elementary vorti
flows at large Richardson numbers have a phase speed w
is fundamentally different than propagating linear grav
waves. In Sec. IV, we show that small amplitude rando
perturbations of the purely vortical flows at large Richards
numbers excite linear instabilities on buoyancy time sca
which saturate through nonlinear interaction into local u
stable shear flows with significant mixing and density ov
turning, resembling Kelvin–Helmholtz instability. In Sec. V
we briefly discuss shear flow perturbations and establish
the kinetic energy of perturbations can amplify in a transi
phase to similar amplitudes as in the earlier situation w
purely vortical flows but without significant transfer to th
potential energy in the perturbed flow and without any ov
turning of density or mixing. In Sec. VI, we study the no
linear instability for elementary fluid flows with behavio
between the two extreme cases described in Secs. IV an
Here the concept of effective shear introduced in Sec. I
important for interpreting the results: nonlinear perturbatio
of the elementary flows with effective shear below a critic
threshold behave like the vortical flows from Sec. IV at lar
Richardson numbers while perturbations of those flo
above the effective shear threshold behave like the sh
flow perturbations discussed in Sec. V.

II. ELEMENTARY EXACT SOLUTIONS AND THEIR
PERTURBATIONS

A. Boussinesq equations and vorticity-stream
formulation

In this paper we study stability properties of elementa
stratified flows, satisfying the nondimensional Boussine
equations in the absence of viscosity and heat conductio

DvW
Dt

52¹p2reW3 ,

div vW 50, ~2!

Dr

Dt
50.

The nondimensional units are presented below in~8!. Here,
we restrict our consideration to purely two-dimension
flows where vW (x,z,t)5(u(x,z,t),w(x,z,t))T are two-
dimensional velocity fields, with no dependence on the ho
zontal direction y. In ~2!, r(x,z,t) is the total non-
dimensional flow density andp is the nondimensiona
hydrodynamic pressure. The details of the nondimensio
ization procedure are sketched below in~8!. For such two-
dimensional flows, the Boussinesq equations in~2! allow a
simple vorticity-stream formulation, with vorticity
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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V~x,z,t !5
]u

]z
2

]w

]x

and the stream functionc(x,z,t), introduced via

vW 5¹'c5S ]zc
2]xc

D . ~3!

The incompressibility constraintux1wz50 is satisfied trivi-
ally, provided that~3! holds. A simple calculation shows th
Eqs. in~2! take the form,

V t1¹'c•¹V5rx ,

r t1¹'c•¹r50, ~4!

D2c5V.

B. Elementary flows and exact solutions

The equations in~2! or, equivalently, in~4! have an in-
teresting family of elementary solutions.12,14 The velocity
and density fields in these elementary solutions have a lin
structure in space, with the vorticity depending on time on
Such flows have a simple physical interpretation and sho
be viewed as local Taylor expansions of general flows.
this study we will use the following family of elementar
flows:

VW ~ t !5v̄~ t !eW2 , r5rb1b1~ t !x1b3~ t !z,
~5!

vW 5S v̄~ t !1s

2
z,

2v̄~ t !1s

2
xD .

Here,s is the background~constant! strain rate,v̄(t) is the
only component of spatially constant vorticity, andb1(t) and
b3(t) are the horizontal and vertical density gradients. T
system in~4! reduces to the system of three ordinary diffe
ential equations12 for the elementary flows in~5!

dv̄

dt
5b1 ,

db1

dt
5

2s1v̄

2
b3 , ~6!

db3

dt
52

s1v̄

2
b1 .

An appropriate set of initial conditions is given by a nonze
value of vorticity and stable vertical stratification in the de
sity field:

v̄~0!5v̄0 , b1~0!50, b3~0!52B0 , B0.0. ~7!

The nondimensionalization procedure for~2! which we uti-
lize here involves the ambient densityrb , an initial value of
vertical stratificationB0 , and gravityg as basic scales. Th
nondimensional form for the variables involved in Eqs.~2!
and ~4! is given by
ownloaded 20 Feb 2004 to 128.122.81.71. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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xW→ rb

B0
xW̃ , t→ t̃

N , b→B0b̃, v̄→Nṽ̄,

~8!

s→Ns̃, vW→ Nrb

B0
vW̃ , r→rbr̃,

in terms of the two nondimensional numbers,

N 25
gB0

rb
, Fr 5

v̄0

N .

Here,N is the Brunt–Vaisala buoyancy frequency andFr is
the Froude number associated with this flow. Since only n
dimensional variables will be used throughout the rest of t
paper, we will drop the tildes at this point. Clearly, the equ
tions in ~6! have an identical form in nondimensional var
ables; the initial conditions in~7! become

v̄~0!5Fr , b1~0!50, b3~0!521. ~9!

A crucially important characterization of stratified flow
is given by the Richardson number, relating the time sca
associated with stratification and large eddy motions. For
time-dependent flows in~5!, the authors12 introduced the fol-
lowing natural definition of the Richardson number:

Ri 5min
t

Ri~ t !5min
t

F N 2~ t !
v̄2~ t !1s2/2

G . ~10!

The Richardson number defined above is always sma
than the conventional Richardson number,Ri5N 2/
(]vW H /]z)2, and, thus, provides a more conservative cho
for stability studies.

In this paper we will inquire about the nonlinear stabili
of three types of elementary flows in~5!. First, we study
purely vortical flows, with s50. The flow parameters
v̄(t),b1(t),b3(t) are periodic functions, with the density an
velocity of the form

r511sinu~ t !x2cosu~ t !z, vW 5S v̄~ t !

2
z,2

v̄~ t !

2
xD .

A direct calculation yields that the vorticityv̄(t) is related to
the phase functionu(t) that satisfies the nonlinear pendulu
equation

v̄~ t !522
du

dt
, 2

d2u

dt2
52sinu~ t !, ~11!

with the initial data

u~ t !u t5050, v̄~ t !u t505~Ri !21/2. ~12!

The authors12 showed that flows withRi ,1/4 present no
overturning, while flows withRi .1/4 always overturn, in
rough agreement with the Miles–Howard theorem.5,6

The next important type of elementary solutions a
shear flows, expressed by equilibrium points of the equati
in ~6!. There, vorticity balances strain exactly so that t
flow parameters remain equal to their initial values,

b1~ t ![0, b3~ t ![21, v̄~ t ![Fr , ~13!

and the velocity fieldvW 5((Fr )z,0) is the vertical shear o
horizontal velocity, justifying the name for this type of flow
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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Finally, we will study stability of general flows in~5!,
with no implied special conditions forv̄ and s. The flow
parametersv̄(t), b1(t), andb3(t) are periodic functions of
time; their evolution is described by a Hamiltonian a
equivalent to motion of a particle in a quartic potent
well.12 If the strain flow associated withs is not aligned
exactly at an angle of 45°, then eitherRi (t)→0 or Ri (t)
→` rapidly in time; for these reasons, we will not discu
these flows further. Here we do not elaborate on details
the derivation.12 For the vortical flows and shear flows ou
conservative definition of Richardson number is related
the classical value in~1! by Ri54Ri ~in the nonoverturning
regime, with Ri .1/4! and Ri51.5Ri , and for general
flows, all values between these two extremes.

C. Perturbations and mean Lagrangian coordinates

In the previous two sections we discussed the const
tion of elementary exact solutions to the inviscid Boussin
equations, written in the vorticity-stream form for two
dimensional flows. Here we derive the equations to desc
perturbations of elementary flows. Also, at the end of
section, we will introduce the important notion of effectiv
shear, that arises naturally for elementary flows.

We start by introducing the following decomposition
the velocity, vorticity, and density fields,

VW ~x,z,t !5~v̄~ t !1v8~x,z,t !!eW2 ,

vW ~x,z,t !5VW ~x,z,t !1vW 8~x,z,t !,

r̃~x,z,t !5 r̄~x,z,t !1r8~x,z,t !,

where v̄(t), VW (x,z,t), and r̄(x,z,t)511b1(t)x1b3(t)z
represent an elementary solution and the primed varia
denote perturbations. To simplify the notation, we negl
the primes and rewrite the equations in~4! for perturbation
variables,

v t1VW •“v1~“'c•“v!5rx ,

r t1VW •“r1~“'c•“r!1~“'c•“ r̄ !50, ~14!

Dc5v,

wherec is the perturbation stream function. With the nond
mensional variables introduced in~8! in Sec. II B, the initial
conditions take the following scaled form:

V~0!5Fr ~11v~x,z,t !!u t50 ,

r̃~0!512z1Fr r~x,z,t !u t50 .

The equations in~14! assume a more elegant and compu
tionally convenient form when written in Lagrangian coord
nates associated with the mean flow. If we denote Eule
coordinates byXW 5(x,z) and Lagrangian coordinates byjW

5(j1 ,j3), then, Lagrangian coordinates follow the me
flow and satisfy

dXW ~jW ,t !

dt
5VW ~XW ~jW ,t !,t !. ~15!
ownloaded 20 Feb 2004 to 128.122.81.71. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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Since the velocity fields that define Lagrangian coordina
in ~15! are linear in space, the transformation map betwe
Eulerian coordinates and mean Lagrangian coordinates
be expressed by a time-dependent matrixM (t), with the
incompressibility constraint, detM(t)51:

XW ~jW ,t !5M ~ t !jW5S M11~ t ! M12~ t !

M21~ t ! M22~ t !
D jW ,

jW5M 21~ t !XW 5S M22~ t ! 2M12~ t !

2M21~ t ! M11~ t !
D xW .

A simple calculation shows that the components of the tra
formation matrix satisfy the following equations:

dM11

dt
5

v̄~ t !1s

2
M21~ t !,

dM21

dt
5

2v̄~ t !1s

2
M11~ t !,

~16!
dM12

dt
5

v̄~ t !1s

2
M22~ t !,

dM22

dt
5

2v̄~ t !1s

2
M12~ t !.

Since the Eulerian and Lagrangian coordinate frames c
cide at timet50, the initial condition forM (t) is the identity
matrix,

M11~0!51, M12~0!50, M21~0!50, M22~0!51.

The main benefit of the Eulerian-to-Lagrangian coordin
transformation is that the advective terms in~14! associated
with the mean flow are absorbed into the transformation
disappear from the equations, while the nonlinear interac
of perturbations transforms invariantly. This change of va
ables yields the mean Lagrangian perturbation equations

v t1~“j
'c•“jv!5~M22~ t !]j1

2M21~ t !]j3
!r,

r t1~“j
'c•“jr!1

]c

]j1
50, ~17!

Lc5v.

Note that the Laplacian operatorD5]x
21]z

2 transforms into
the linear operatorL, which takes the following form in
mean Lagrangian coordinates:

L5~M12~ t !21M22~ t !2!]j1j1

2 1~M11~ t !21M21~ t !2!]j3j3

2

22~M11~ t !M12~ t !1M21~ t !M22~ t !!]j1j3

2 . ~18!

The equations in~17! and ~18! allow simplifications for the
special cases of mean flows discussed in Sec. II. For
readers’ convenience we present the explicit simplified f
mulation for both purely vortical and shear flows in Appe
dix A.

Natural quantities that measure the intensity of evolv
perturbations are the kinetic and potential energy defined

E~ t !5KE~ t !1PE~ t !,

KE~ t !5
1

2 E E uvW ~jW ,t !u2dj1 dj3 , ~19!

PE~ t !5
1

2 E E r2~jW ,t !dj1 dj3 .
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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Here, vW and r are the perturbation Eulerian velocity an
density fields. We point out that none of the energies ab
are conserved, as they can exchange energy with each
and also with the mean flow. Large portions of energy
tracted from the mean flow may signify the onset of instab
ity. In this paper we will consider perturbations with period
structure in space, so that the integrations in the formula
~19! above should be understood as integrals over the do
periodic domain in Lagrangian coordinates.

Finally, we introduce the effective shear as an import
measure that captures bulk effects of elementary flows o
one time period. This notion will be extremely useful later
the paper when we discuss nonlinear stability of the elem
tary flows. By comparing the last two equations in~6! and
the equations in~16! we observe that the density gradie
componentsb1(t) and b3(t) coincide with the component
M21(t) and 2M11(t) of the coordinate transformation ma
trix. Sinceb1 andb3 are periodic functions of time, we con
clude thatM11(P)51,M21(P)50, whereP is the period of
b1(t) and b3(t); the incompressibility constraint detM(t)
[1 yields thatM22(P)51. Thus, we conclude thatM (P)
must have the following form:

M ~P!5S 1 q

0 1D 5eSP, ~20!

whereS is the 232 nilpotent matrix,

S5S 0 g

0 0D . ~21!

The effective shear arises in a natural way in this contex
the mean shearg5q/P over one period of the underlyin
elementary mean flow. In full agreement with this definitio
purely vortical flows have zero effective shear, while f
shear flows the effective shear is identical with the conv
tional shear.

D. The numerical method and diagnostics

The nonlinear stability of elementary flows in two spa
dimensions is studied in Secs. IV–VI. With the nonline
equations for perturbations in mean Lagrangian coordin
from ~17! and ~18!, we utilize a standard filtered pseud
spectral method16 with fourth-order Runge–Kutta time dif
ferencing. Both for the physical interpretation of results
well as a numerical check on the accuracy of the tim
stepping procedure, we monitor the kinetic and potential
ergy of perturbations from~19!. All of the simulations re-
ported below utilize (128)2 Fourier modes and the initia
data for perturbations is concentrated uniformly on the l
wave number banduk1u1uk3u<10 with random phases an
total energy fluctuations representing 10% of the mean fl
value.

Both to monitor the accuracy of the simulations with t
given spatial resolution as well as to give physical insig
into the nonlinear transfer of energy between scales,
monitored the energy in the six bands,uk1u1uk3u<10, 10
,uk1u1uk3u<20, 20,uk1u1uk3u<30, 30,uk1u1uk3u<40,
40,uk1u1uk3u<50, and 50,uk1u1uk3u<64. In all the simu-
lations reported in Secs. IV–VI, through this diagnostics,
ownloaded 20 Feb 2004 to 128.122.81.71. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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concluded that the energy of perturbations remained confi
essentially to wave numbers, 0,uk1u1uk3u<30, so that the
spatial resolution of (128)2 Fourier modes is completely jus
tified.

III. LINEAR STABILITY THEORY

In this section we will set up the linear stability analys
of the elementary exact solutions in~5!–~7!. The results of
this section, interesting on their own, will serve as a basis
the fully nonlinear stability studies which we will describe
Secs.~IV !–~VI !.

Linear stability analysis for the elementary exact flows
based on an exact solution procedure described in d
elsewhere,12,14 but here we use a simpler Lagrangian form
lation. In brief, we consider wavelike perturbations to t
elementary exact solutions in~5!–~7!, in the mean Lagrang-
ian coordinates and with a fixed wave number. The shap
the wavefronts and the numerical values of the spatial pe
are irrelevant for stability considerations; for convenience
select waves with a sinusoidal shape of period 2p in both
spatial directions:

c~jW ,t !5ĉk~ t !sin~kW•jW1f0!5L̂k
21v̂k~ t !sin~kW•jW1f0!,

~22!

v~jW ,t !5v̂k~t!sin~kW•jW1f0!, r~jW ,t !5 r̂k~ t !cos~kW•jW1f0!.

Here,kW is a fixed wave vector with integer coordinates a
f0 is an arbitrary phase shift. An easy check shows that
wavelike perturbations in~22! satisfy the equations in~17!;
in addition, it is easy to show that all the nonlinear cros
gradient terms vanish completely, so that the equations
~17! assume the following linear form:

FIG. 1. Amplitudes of the perturbation vorticity~solid line! and perturbation
density ~broken line!, represented by sgn(v̂k(t))Auv̂k(t)u and sgn(r̂k(t))
3Aur̂k(t)u, undergo exponential growth in time via parametric instabili
for elementary vortical flow withRi 53 and for wavelike perturbations
aligned along the direction of maximum growth,a0'2.75.
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. Total perturbation energy,E(t), as function of wave inclination angle,a0 , maximized over all initial conditions of unit strength, at four differe
moments of time for vortical flow withRi 53.
ha
an

d in
in
dv̂k

dt
52~M22~ t !k12M21~ t !k3!r̂k~ t !,

~23!

dr̂k

dt
52k1L̂k

21v̂k ,

where L̂k is the linear time-dependent spatial operator, t
originates from the two-dimensional Laplacian in Euleri
coordinates, andL̂k

21 is its inverse,

L̂k52@~M12~ t !21M22~ t !2!k1
21~M11~ t !21M21~ t !2!k3

2

22~M11~ t !M12~ t !1M21~ t !M22~ t !!k1k3#,
~24!

L̂k
2152@~M12~ t !21M22~ t !2!k1

21~M11~ t !2

1M21~ t !2!k3
222~M11~ t !M12~ t !

1M21~ t !M22~ t !!k1k3#21.
ownloaded 20 Feb 2004 to 128.122.81.71. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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One can obtain a more specific form of~14! for the two
special cases of elementary mean flows we considere
Sec. II B, i.e., purely vortical and shear flows. The system
~23! for the vortical flows reduces to

dv̂k

dt
52@cosu~ t !k12sinu~ t !k3#r̂k ,

~25!

dr̂k

dt
5

k1

ukuW 2
v̂k ,

and is equivalent to Hill’s equation:

d2

dt2
r̂k52P~ t !r̂k~ t !,

P~ t !5
k1

ukW u2
@k1 cosu~ t !2k3 sinu~ t !#.
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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whereu(t) solves the pendulum equation in~11! and ~12!.
For shear flows Eq.~23! has the form

dv̂k

dt
52k1r̂k~ t !,

dr̂k

dt
52k1ĉk~ t !,

~26!

2~~v̄0
2t211!k1

21k3
222v̄0tk1k3!ĉk~ t !5v̂k~ t !.

As we have shown above, the linear stability analysis
elementary flows is reduced to studying a simple 232 linear
system with time-dependent coefficients for each spa
wave number. We note that as regards to two-dimensio
flows, the equations in~23! are entirely equivalent to the
more complicated system utilized for stability analysis dev
oped earlier for general three-dimensional perturbations
the Eulerian frame.12 The detailed proof of this statement ca
be found in Appendix B.

FIG. 3. Phase~a! and growth rate~b! for wavelike perturbations as function
of the wave inclination angle,a0 , for Richardson number,Ri 51, with
conventional Richardson number 16 times the critical value of 1/4. T
solid lines depict dispersion curves for inertial gravity waves on the ph
diagram~a!.
ownloaded 20 Feb 2004 to 128.122.81.71. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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Next, we briefly describe the stability analysis for th
system in~23!, which was performed via direct numerica
computation for various mean flows. For purely vortic
flows it is possible to apply simple Floquet theory to stu
~23! in a very precise way;12 for flows of general form, un-
fortunately, one cannot benefit from this approach, since
coefficients in~23! are not periodic functions of time. We
also point out here that predictions of the linear theo
should be treated with caution, since nonlinear interact
mechanisms start playing a dominant role as amplitu
grow larger. From this perspective, we will be more inte
ested in studying transient behavior of solutions to~23! as a
potential mechanism for nonlinear interactions, than in
ultimate stability of these solutions. In our simulations f
linear stability, we investigated transient growth of perturb
tions for various elementary flows, generated by solutions
~23! at several specified times. We utilized a numerical p
cedure which we will describe next.

For each elementary flow the list of parameters involv

n
e

FIG. 4. As for Fig. 3, with Richardson number,Ri 55, with conventional
Richardson number 80 times the critical value of 1/4.
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 5. Total perturbation energy,E(t), as function of wave inclination angle,a0 , maximized over all initial conditions of unit strength, at four differe
moments of time for shear flow withRi 51.
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in the linear stability analysis includes:~a! the inclination
angle of a wave,a0 , wherek15sina0, k352cosa0; ~b! the
initial values of perturbation amplitudes, expressed in po
coordinates,v̂k(0)5R sinb; r̂k(0)5R cosb. We remark
that in the linear theory the strength of initial perturbationsR
plays no role; therefore, we can reduce the parameter s
the two angles,a0 and b. Next, for each wave inclination
angle,a0 , we maximized the value of total perturbation e
ergy E(t) defined in~19! over all initial conditions, param-
etrized by the angleb. The transient growth diagrams, whic
will be presented later in this section, show the maxim
value of energyE as function of the inclination anglea0 . In
the three subsections below we address the results of li
stability analysis separately for purely vortical flows, shea
and elementary flows of general form.

A. Pendulum flows

Some of the linear stability analysis results for pure
vortical flows were reported by the authors in an ear
paper,12 where we showed through detailed Floquet analy
ownloaded 20 Feb 2004 to 128.122.81.71. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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to

ar
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r
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that for all Richardson numbers vortical flows are linea
unstable. Instability develops most rapidly for plane wav
directed along certain preferred directions, with bands
weaker instability surrounding these directions. The insta
ity observed in the linear theory is of parametric type a
results in exponentially growing oscillations whose period
twice the period of the underlying ‘‘pendulum’’ flow in~A1!
and ~A2!. A typical picture of parametric instability tha
arises in this case is given in Fig. 1 for the vortical flow wi
Ri 53. To emphasize the structure of the instability, we d
play the evolution of these perturbations for 10 periods of
mean flow. Instead of perturbation amplitudes themselv
we plot quantities sgn(v̂k(t))Auv̂k(t)u and sgn(r̂k(t))Aur̂k(t)u
for better visualization, so that the five growing oscillatio
of parametric instability are clearly recognizable. Despite
fact that dependence of stability properties on the inclinat
anglea0 can be found in a direct fashion via Floquet theo
we choose to include Fig. 2, which shows transient amp
cation of the perturbation energyE(t) defined in ~19!,
sampled at timest514, 33,52 and 90, and normalized so th
E(0)51. This plot reinforces the point that transient amp
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 6. Transient growth of perturbation energy,E(t), as function of wave inclination angle,a0 , maximized over all initial conditions of unit strength
depicted at four different moments of time for flow withRi 53 and effective shearg50.05.
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fication is more valuable for our study than precise insta
ity. The organization along the preferred directions and s
rounding areas of instability is clearly visible at all times, b
becomes more apparent at later moments.

An important question related to the plane waves
volved in this study is the following: How different are the
waves from regular gravity waves? We will address t
question next by constructing and comparing the dispers
curves for both classes of waves. For each wave numbkW

5(k1 ,k3) we consider the eigenvalues and eigenvecto12

arising in Floquet theory for~25!. For the initial datar̂k(0),
v̂k(0) taken along an eigenvectoreW , we obtain the following
representation of the perturbation amplitude vector at the
riod time P:

S r̂k~P!

v̂k~P! D5exp~2 iwkP!exp~r kP!eW . ~27!

Here, kW is related to the wave inclination anglea0 via
ownloaded 20 Feb 2004 to 128.122.81.71. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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(k1 ,k3)5ukuW (sina0,2cosa0), and (r k2 iwk) is the loga-
rithm of the Floquet multiplier normalized byP which cor-
responds to the eigenvectoreW ; as usual, we select waves o
sinusoidal shape for convenience. Since the Floquet matr
purely real and has trace zero for all vortical flows,12 its
eigenvalues are either two real numbers with equal ma
tudes and of opposite sign, or two purely imaginary and c
jugate numbers. As a result, we conclude that eitherwk

50,r kÞ0 or wkÞ0,r k50 must hold for the expression i
~27!. In Figs. 3 and 4 we present the dispersion curves
vortical flows atRi 51 andRi 55. The phaseswk are plot-

ted against the wave vectorkW parametrized by the inclination
angle a0 in Figs. 3~a! and 4~a!. Complementary plots of
growth ratesr k as function ofa0 are shown in Figs. 3~b! and
4~b!. Note that the flat regions in the growth rate diagra
correspond to stability and nontrivial dependence for
phases, while the flat regions in the phase diagrams co
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 7. As for Fig. 6, for flow withRi 53 and effective shearg50.1.
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In the context of our formulation, gravity waves corr

spond to the wave-like perturbations of constant density g
dient field, with the dispersion relation given by

w56sina0 .

Obviously, gravity waves in a static medium have no grow
thereforer k[0 for them. To illustrate the differences be
tween the two types of waves we added dispersion curves
gravity waves to Figs. 3~a! and 4~a!. Flat regions on these
diagrams correspond to instability and vividly distinguish t
two dispersion relations. The discrepancies in the disper
curves in the bands of stability,r k50, are clearly visible in
all of the plots, especially forRi 51, with typical phase
speeds of perturbations waves 10% smaller than typ
phase speeds of gravity waves. Recall thatRi 51 corre-
sponds to a value of Richardson number, 16 times larger
the classical value for shear instability,Ri51/4. Note that
ownloaded 20 Feb 2004 to 128.122.81.71. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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these discrepancies eventually become less pronounce
the larger values ofRi , as in Fig. 4 and disappear asRi→
1`.

B. Shear flows

Vertical shear flows are the traditional testing ground
stability studies. Miles and Howard established the thresh
of 1/4 for linear stability and instability exactly for this typ
of flow.5,6 General linear stability of shear flows at high R
chardson numbers in the framework of elementary exact
lutions in~5!–~7! was confirmed earlier,12 with the following
comment. At short times perturbations to shear flows exh
transient non-normal growth that does not lead to the de
opment of instability in a formal sense. Still, this non-norm
transient behavior may play a role in the build up of t
nonlinear mechanisms of instability. This issue will be stu
ied in more detail in Sec. V. In addition to the bands
non-normal behavior in a number of shear flows we studi
there exists a marginally stable mode, characterized by
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 8. As for Fig. 6, for flow withRi 53 and effective shearg50.22.
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linear growth of perturbation amplitudes.17,12

To illustrate how perturbations undergo transie
growth, in Fig. 5 we present plots of perturbation ener
E(t) for various wave inclinationsa0 , maximized over all
initial conditions and normalized so thatE(0)51. We se-
lected four different moments of time,t57.5, 15,30, and 45
to illuminate the motion of the maximum energy spike t
wards the position of the marginally stable mode ata05p.
We remark that the position of the spike in each of the
plots recovers the direction of optimal perturbation for no
normal flows.18

C. Transient mixed flows

Wavelike perturbations to purely vortical flows are d
scribed by the linear system in~17!, whose coefficients are
periodic functions of time. In the general case, the coe
cients of the coordinate transformationM (t) are not peri-
odic, so that one cannot utilize the convenient technique
Floquet theory. Since in this work we view linear stabili
ownloaded 20 Feb 2004 to 128.122.81.71. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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analysis mainly as a tool to obtain maximum transient a
plification and to predict optimal perturbations for the no
linear stability studies, we will restrict our goal to findin
wave inclination angles that correspond to the fastest tr
sient growth at various specified times.

As an illustrative example, we report three typical e
amples of transient behavior for elementary flows with fe
tures of both vortical and shear flows in Figs. 6–8. The
figures correspond to elementary mean flows withRi 53
and effective shearg50.05, 0.1, and 0.22, as defined at t
end of Sec. II C. In each plot we present the distribution
transient energy amplification ratio,E(t* )/E(0), as afunc-
tion of the wave inclination anglea0 , maximized over a
wide range of initial conditions in a fashion described in t
first part of Sec. III. Heret* is an arbitrary moment of time
selected to represent transient behavior, andE(t) is the total
perturbation energy defined in~19!. We observe that at shor
times the flows with small effective shear~compare Fig. 7
with Fig. 2! behave similarly to purely vortical flows. Th
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 9. Density contours, regions of local overturning, spectral distribution of energy and velocity field of perturbation to the vortical flow withRi 53, at
t536. Heights of the six bars in the energy distribution plot indicate the amount of energy allocated in Fourier modes with wave numbers,uk1u1uk3u
<10, 10,uk1u1uk3u<20, 20,uk1u1uk3u<30, 30,uk1u1uk3u<40, 40,uk1u1uk3u<50, 50,uk1u1uk3u<64.
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two peaks of fastest growth in Fig. 2, and the bands of
stability surrounding them are clearly visible in Figs. 6~a!,
6~b!, 7~a!, 7~b!, and 8~a!. Such vortical-like behavior doe
not persist at longer times, as shown in Figs. 6~c!, 6~d!, 7~c!,
7~d!, and 8~c!, 8~d! where the modes of amplification ar
distributed more like those of a shear, as evident from co
parison with Fig. 5.

IV. PENDULUM FLOWS AND OVERTURNING

To investigate whether perturbations to vortical flow
given by~A1!, grow in time in the fully nonlinear regime we
integrate the equations in~17! with a standard pseudo
spectral method16 on a rectangular grid with a resolution o
(128)2 Fourier modes. We chose random large-scale ini
data by assigning random amplitudes and random phas
Fourier modes with wave numbers restricted byuk1u1uk3u
<10. The values of the random amplitudes were selecte
ownloaded 20 Feb 2004 to 128.122.81.71. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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such a way that the initial energy fluctuations are 10% of
mean flow energy. The main results will be summarized
this section forRi 53.

We illustrate the development of perturbations with plo
of perturbation energy and some snapshots of represent
density contours, velocity field, spectral energy distributi
and the regions of overturning. Local overturning takes pla
when the total density gradient satisfiesdr̃/dz.0. It is con-
venient to take the snapshots at the whole periods of
mean vortical flow in~A1!, when the Eulerian and Lagrang
ian coordinate systems coincide exactly. As an illustrat
example we selected a vortical mean flow withRi 53, with
the period roughly equal to 9 buoyancy times. We note, a
side remark, that value 3 of the Richardson number co
sponds toRi512 when the conventional definition of Rich
ardson number is used, and, thus, is 48 times greater tha
critical value given by the Miles–Howard theorem. Figur
9–11 show flow parameters after 4, 6, and 8 periods of
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 10. As for Fig. 9, att554.
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mean flow. The slight perturbations at 4 periods shown
Fig. 9, present only very limited overturning, depicted
shaded regions in Fig. 9~b!, and are strongly aligned alon
the direction with the inclination angle,a0'2.75. This di-
rection is easily identifiable with the direction of faste
growth predicted by the linear theory and shown in Fig.
Note that at this stage most of the perturbation energy
concentrated in large scales, as shown in Fig. 9~c!. At the
later times, presented in Figs. 10 and 11, the perturbat
cause violent overturning throughout the domain of integ
tion. The velocity field in Fig. 10~d! and overturning regions
in Fig. 10~b! are still largely organized along the preferre
direction predicted by the linear theory. The regions
strong shear are visible in Fig. 10~d!. According to conven-
tional expectations, they become subject to shear instab
whose typical signature is obvious in Fig. 11. The overtu
ing regions shown in Fig. 11~b! overtake the whole integra
tion domain, with well-formed intensive structures rese
bling Kelvin–Helmholtz billows.19 The coherent same-sig
vortices corresponding to the overturning regions appea
ownloaded 20 Feb 2004 to 128.122.81.71. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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Fig. 11~d!. We point out that the spectrum of perturbatio
energy undergoes considerable spreading, with substa
amounts transferring to the smaller scales, as seen in F
9~c!, 10~c!, 11~c!. Plots of the potential and kinetic energ
budgets of the perturbation, shown in Fig. 12, give a ve
revealing picture of the instability development. At ear
stages, when perturbation amplitudes are relatively sm
parametric instability of the linear theory, shown in Fig. 1,
clearly the main driving mechanism of amplification. Ne
t580 nonlinear interactions start dominating the flow a
change the picture completely. The time of transition to
nonlinear regime of instability development correlates ve
well with the emergence of the direct cascade to small sc
in the spectrum and formation of the Kelvin–Helmholtz-ty
billows shown in Figs. 9~c!, 10~c! and 11~c!. Although the
energy spectrum spreads over three bands withuk1u1uk3u
<30, we note that our numerical procedure produces relia
answers, since the bands of the spectrum with 64>uk1u
1uk3u.30 remain very weakly excited. Qualitatively simila
results were observed in numerical experiments with vort
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 11. As for Fig. 9, att572.
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flows atRi 51,5,10, which are not reported in this paper.
preliminary study withRi 55 has been reported elsewhere20

As one may naturally expect, instabilities take a longer ti
to develop as the Richardson numbers grow, but strong o
turning with nonlinear saturation and structures resemb
Kelvin–Helmholtz instability were observed at all Richar
son numbers we studied.

V. SHEAR FLOWS

We investigated the stability properties of elementa
shear flows, given by~26!, utilizing the pseudo-spectral cod
in mean Lagrangian coordinates. The preliminary runs w
random large scale initial conditions, such as described
Sec. IV, revealed no significant amplification in the pert
bation amplitudes for all flows tested, withRi 51,3,5. The
results we report here were produced by integrating the e
tions in ~A4! with the initial conditions of the following
form. We selected the plane wave, whose direction provi
the fastest transient growth within the linear theory, d
ownloaded 20 Feb 2004 to 128.122.81.71. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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scribed in Sec. III C, and added a random large-scale pe
bation to this wave in order to include the nonlinear intera
tions in ~17!. The amplitudes of initial conditions wer
selected in such a way that the initial energy of fluctuatio
totaled 10%, with 90% of that energy assigned to the p
ferred wave, and the remaining 10% distributed uniform
with random phase among the other large scale modes.
this paper, we deliberately chose a flow with the small
value of the Richardson number,Ri 51, to illuminate the
robustness of stability demonstrated by this study. Other
vestigated shear flows (Ri 53,5) presented similar qualita
tive and quantitative features and are mentioned only bri
in this paper. Note that the conventionally defined Richa
son numbers are 1.5 times greater than the values repo
here.

The evolution of perturbations is illustrated by the cha
acteristic density contours, velocity field, and the spec
distribution of perturbation energy plotted at the initial m
ment and att54.5, t59, andt518 buoyancy times, shown
in Figs. 13–16. The density contours shown in Figs. 13~a!,
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 12. Kinetic and potential energy of perturbation for vortical flow withRi 53.
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14~a!, 15~a!, and 16~a!, are plotted in the Eulerian frame, t
emphasize that no overturning takes place for this flow. T
Eulerian components of the velocity field shown in Fig
13~c!, 14~c!, 15~c!, 16~c! are stripped from the mean she
ownloaded 20 Feb 2004 to 128.122.81.71. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
e
.

piece and are mapped back into the Lagrangian frame
show the detailed structure of the perturbation field. A ge
eral picture of perturbation evolution is given by the plots
potential and kinetic energy in Fig. 17. At an early timet
FIG. 13. Density contours, spectral distribution of energy and velocity field of perturbation to the shear flow withRi 51, at initial timet50. Bars in the plot
of spectral distribution of energy are as in Fig. 9.
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 14. As in Fig. 13, att54.5.
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54.5, presented in Fig. 14, the perturbation velocity field
growing and is visibly organized along the preferred dire
tion. At this time, the density contours are only slightly d
flected from their unperturbed horizontal locations. At a la
time, t59, the density contours are visibly deflected@see Fig.
15~a!#. Due to the strong shearing effect of the mean flo
however, no overturning is produced. The velocity fie
shown in Fig. 15~c! at the same moment is strongly amplifie
and has the structure of a quasitraveling gravity wave go
through the domain rather than a shear; the arrows reflec
streamlines are directed towards the wave fronts rather
along them. Note that the angle of inclination of the wa
fronts coincides accurately with the optimal perturbation
rection,a* '3, shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 16 we observe th
complete decay of the perturbations occurring att518. We
remark on the spectral distribution of perturbation energy
contrast to an intensive direct energy cascade observed
purely vortical flows and discussed in Sec. IV, there is
apparent energy propagation to the smaller scales in F
14~b!, 15~b!, and 16~b!. Perturbation motion remains large
confined to the large scales, which strongly correlates w
the absence of small scale secondary vortices, which we
signature of Kelvin–Helmholtz instability and in fact, a
time progresses, there is an inverse cascade nearly ba
the mean flow. Finally, we present the plots of kinetic a
ownloaded 20 Feb 2004 to 128.122.81.71. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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potential energy of perturbations in Fig. 17. Note that int
mittent behavior of perturbations for shears differs grea
from parametric instability observed for purely vortic
flows. Instead, we see the perturbation amplitudes grow
peak very rapidly att'10 at values comparable with insta
bility levels for vortical flows, followed by a rapid decay t
the level of numerical noise att'20. Despite relatively large
transient perturbation energy, no overturning is genera
We believe that this property is reflected in the fact that o
kinetic energy amplifies strongly, while potential energ
linked directly by its definition in~19! to density perturba-
tions, reaches only moderate values of roughly 0.5.

As a final comment we report the results of numeric
simulations for shear flows at even smaller Richardson nu
ber. In this range, nonlinear stability becomes susceptibl
the magnitude of initial perturbations. We discovered that
shear flow withRi 50.5 was stable to perturbations with th
initial energy equal to 5% of the mean flow energy. At t
same time the shear flow withRi 50.2 generated overturn
ing when we perturbed it with fluctuations of the sam
strength. A more precise estimate of the stability thresh
can be obtained by using weaker initial perturbations; ho
ever, this is not the main objective of the study describ
here.
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 15. As in Fig. 13, att59.
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VI. FLOWS WITH VORTICITY AND SHEAR

The previous two sections were devoted to the two
tremal classes of elementary mean flows in two dimensio
i.e., vortical flows with no shear and shear flows with
additional rotating motion involved. In this Section we inve
tigate the stability properties of various mean flows w
combined effects of shear and vortical flows and give so
quantitative thresholds for their stability and instability. W
argue that stability properties are directly linked to the
shearing associated with the mean flow. A simple and e
cient way to quantify the net shearing effect is to measure
effective shear, introduced in~20! and~21! from Sec. II. The
effective shear reaches zero for vortical flows and coinci
with the conventional shear for shear flows.

We investigated stability of a number of various me
flows parametrized by their Richardson number (Ri
51,3,5) and the effective shearg, ranging for each Richard
son number from zero to the maximum value at the sh
flow. For each flow, we directly integrated the perturbati
equations in~17! with random initial data described at th
beginning of Sec. IV. Figure 18 depicts each elementary fl
tested by an asterisk in the (Ri ,g) plane. Purely vortical
flows correspond to the lower broken line in this diagram.
we reported in Sec. IV, all vortical flows are strongly no
ownloaded 20 Feb 2004 to 128.122.81.71. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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linearly unstable in the wide range of Richardson numb
with significant overturning and mixing. The upper broke
curve depicts shear flows; in Sec. V we verified that she
are stable in the range shown.

Our simulations revealed that the stability of elementa
flows with fixed Richardson number is a function of the e
fective shear alone. The solid line in Fig. 18 schematica
shows the boundary in the (Ri ,g) plane that separates flow
where 10% perturbations cause overturning from nonlinea
stable flows. In particular, we found that perturbations
flows with roughlyg,0.18 forRi 51, g,0.1 forRi 53 and
g,0.05 forRi 55 generated enough density perturbations
make the overall flow overturn. We discovered that flo
with the effective shear exceeding these threshold values
derwent some transient amplification; however, this amp
cation was not sufficiently strong to overturn the flow. T
properties of elementary flows with fixed Richardson num
in all of our simulations varied continuously with the effe
tive shear, with strongly overturning vortical-like behavior
small effective shears,g, mixed behavior at intermediateg,
and stable shearlike behavior at largeg.

The occurrence of overturning events is directly rela
to the amplitude of perturbation potential energy, as follo
from the definition in~19!. To illustrate the point that only
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 16. As in Fig. 13, att518.
in
rg
fo

st
nd
n–
at
strong enough density perturbations lead to the overturn
in Figs. 19 and 20 we show two plots of perturbation ene
for the flows below and above the stability boundary
Ri 51. Indeed, we observed in the simulation withRi 51
ownloaded 20 Feb 2004 to 128.122.81.71. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
g,
y
r

and g50.07 that perturbations develop instabilities, fir
aligned along the preferred direction of the linear theory, a
then saturating nonlinearly to structures resembling Kelvi
Helmholtz billows with intensive overturning regions
FIG. 17. Kinetic and potential energy of perturbation for shear flow withRi 51.
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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t'30, in a fashion very similar to the one depicted in Fig
9–11. The cascade of energy to small scales is strongly
nounced in this calculation. Figure 19 shows that the per
bation potential energy is fairly large in this simulatio
reaching the magnitude 6.5 att'40. This example illustrates
vortical-like behavior for flows with small effective shear.

On the other hand, perturbations to the flow withRi
51 andg50.21, with kinetic and potential energy present
in Fig. 20, do not lead to overturning. Observe that kine
energy reaches very high magnitudes; att'30 it is equal to
7, the level at which the vortical flow with the same Ric
ardson number already overturned. The key difference w
the vortical flow case, however, lies in the magnitude
potential energy. Figure 12 unambiguously shows that p
turbation potential and kinetic energy for a vortical flow ha
comparable values at all times, with potential energy atta

FIG. 18. Elementary flows generating overturning and flows with no ov
turning. Upper and lower broken lines depict shear flows and vortical flo
correspondingly. Solid line shows the boundary separating elementary fl
whose perturbations develop overturning instability~below the line! and
stable elementary flows~above the line!.
ownloaded 20 Feb 2004 to 128.122.81.71. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
.
o-
r-

c

th
f
r-

-

ing O(1) values. In contrast to that case, the potential ene
in Fig. 20 accounts for only a few percent of the total ener
and has its maximum value at about 0.12, with the cor
sponding density perturbations too weak to cause the o
turning. No direct energy cascade transfer was detected,
almost no energy allocated outside the first decade of Fou
modes at all times. This flow clearly demonstrates shear
behavior.

To illustrate various features of the competition betwe
vortical-like and shearlike behavior, we chose a flow loca
on the boundary of stability atRi 53 andg50.1, where such
competition of the two trends is strongly pronounced. F
ures 21–23 show the characteristic density contours, reg
of overturning, perturbation velocity fields and spectral d
tribution of the perturbation energy at times given by 4, 5
and 9 periods of the mean flow, which has a period eq
roughly to 9, measured in buoyancy units. Again, as in S
V, the density contours~and the regions of overturning! are
plotted in Eulerian coordinates; the velocity field has Eu
rian components but is stripped of the mean flow compon
and mapped back into the Lagrangian frame to better vis
ize the structure of evolving perturbations. Figure 21 dep
an early stage of evolution, when perturbations behave s
larly to the perturbations of purely vortical flows discussed
Sec. IV. We observe the formation of transient shears in
velocity field @Fig. 21~d!# aligned along the direction of fast
est growth, a0'2.9, predicted by the linear theory an
shown in Fig. 7. At a later stage,t550, we see large devia
tions in density contours and regions of overturning~Fig.
22!. Note that a significant part of the perturbation ener
cascades to the higher modes@compare Figs. 21~c! and
22~c!#, which is a typical feature of perturbations for vortic
flows. The structure of the velocity field@Fig. 22~c!#, how-
ever, resembles a quasitraveling wave, which is a typ
feature of nonlinear perturbations for shear flow pertur
tion. Development of the quasitraveling wave structure in
velocity field is even more apparent in Fig. 23~c!, after 9
periods of the mean flow. Note that the angle of inclinati

-
s
s

FIG. 19. Kinetic and potential energy of perturbation for flow withRi 51, g50.07.
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 21. Density contours, regions of local overturning, spectral distribution of energy and velocity field of perturbation to the elementary flowh Ri
53, and effective shearg50.1 att536. Bars in the plot of spectral distribution of energy are as in Fig. 9.

FIG. 20. Kinetic and potential energy of perturbation for flow withRi 51, g50.21.
ownloaded 20 Feb 2004 to 128.122.81.71. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 22. As for Fig. 21, att559.5.
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ly
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n-
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ha-
da-
k-
of the traveling waves fronts coincides with the fast
growth direction, as mentioned above. At large times~such
as represented by Fig. 23!, the flow presents no overturnin
regions and the energy spectrum becomes more localize
the large scales. The potential and kinetic energy for
perturbation are shown in Fig. 24. The vortical-like a
shearlike stages of development are clearly distinct in th
plots. For t,40 kinetic and potential energy have comp
rable magnitude, qualitatively similar to the case of vortic
flows. At longer times, the magnitude of the perturbati
kinetic energy experiences oscillations with much higher a
plitudes, while the potential energy associated with den
perturbations remains limited; all this being a typical featu
of nonlinear perturbations for a shear flow.

The case illustrated above is especially illuminatin
since it combines features characteristic to both vortical
shear flows. When the effective shear falls below its criti
value, flows are more vortical-like: perturbations grow a
cause Kelvin–Helmholtz instability in the fashion describ
ownloaded 20 Feb 2004 to 128.122.81.71. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
t

at
e

se
-
l

-
ty
e

,
d
l

in Sec. IV. On the other hand, when the effective shea
larger than its critical value, flows are more shearlike, w
no overturning and perturbation amplitudes decaying
longer times.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The nonlinear instability for a class of elementary stab
stratified flows at large Richardson numbers has been stu
here through a combination of numerical experiments a
theory. The concept of effective shear has been utilized
classify the nonlinear instability in these flows. For eleme
tary stratified flows with effective shear below a critic
value depending on Richardson number, nonlinear pertu
tions develop strong instability with local density overtur
ing and mixing resembling Kelvin–Helmholtz instability
Furthermore, it was established in Sec. III that these mec
nisms with spontaneous generation of instability are fun
mentally different from larger amplitude gravity wave brea
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 24. Kinetic and potential energy of perturbation to elementary flow withRi 53 andg50.1.

FIG. 23. As for Fig. 21, att581.
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ing. For elementary stratified flows with effective she
above this critical value, the nonlinear development of p
turbations can lead to significant growth of kinetic ener
without significant transfer to the potential energy and wi
out the overturning of density contours.

The nonlinear stability of these elementary flows h
been developed here in two space dimensions where
vorticity-stream form and mean Lagrangian coordinates
cilitate a more transparent analysis. As a first step, the s
of nonlinear instability of such flows in two space dime
sions is reasonable since the dominant linearized instabil
are purely two-dimensional.12 To understand the robustne
of the phenomena presented here and its potential phy
significance, it is important to understand three-dimensio
nonlinear effects as well as the role of viscosity and h
conduction. A recent Eulerian linearized stability analysi12

yields the effect of viscosity and heat conduction for a w
range of Prandtl numbers on the linearized instabilities
scribed here. It is an important future direction to deve
numerical studies of the nonlinear saturation of such in
bilities in three dimensions.
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APPENDIX A: EQUATIONS FOR PERTURBATIONS OF
PURELY VORTICAL AND SHEAR FLOWS

In this Appendix, we present simplified expressions
the Eulerian-to-Lagrangian coordinate transformation a
equations in~14! for purely vortical and shear flows.

For purely vortical solutions, the mean flow paramet
and coordinate transformation matrix satisfy

b15sinu~ t !, b352cosu~ t !,

v̄522
du

dt
,

d2u

dt2
52

sinu~ t !

2
,

~A1!
M11~ t !5M22~ t !5cosu~ t !,

M12~ t !52M21~ t !52sinu~ t !,

with the initial conditions,

u~0!50,
du

dt
~0!52

Fr

2
. ~A2!

Note that Lagrangian particle markers trace circular orb
and return to their original positions after each period of
mean flow. The equations in~17! take the following form in
this case:
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v t1~“j
'c•“jv!5~cosu~ t !]j1

2sinu~ t !]j3
!r,

r t1~“j
'c•“jr!52

]c

]j1
, ~A3!

Djc5v.

Next, we derive similar formulas for shear flows. Recall th
shear flows are the equilibrium solutions, with the mean fl
parametersv̄,b1 ,b3 constant in time and given by their ini
tial conditions, as stated in~13!. An easy check shows tha
the components of the coordinate transformation map
tween the Eulerian and Lagrangian frames comprise
‘‘shearing’’ matrix, M (t),

M11~ t ![1, M125v̄0t, M21[0, M22[1.

The Lagrangian particle markers in this case are transpo
horizontally by the mean flow, with the speed proportional
their vertical coordinate, so that the equations in~17! assume
the form,

v t1~“j
'c•“jv!5rj1

,

r t1~“j
'c•“jr!52cj1

, ~A4!

~~v̄0
2t211!]j1j1

2 1]j3j3

2 22v̄0t]j1j3

2 !c5v.

APPENDIX B: LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS IN
LAGRANGIAN AND EULERIAN FRAMES

In this paper we make an extensive use of mean
grangian coordinates that are associated with the partic
following the unperturbed trajectories of liquid particles
exact elementary solutions discussed in Sec. II. The eq
tions for wavelike perturbations in~14! have a simplified
form in these coordinates. However, to complete the st
and to justify the connection with the earlier results obtain
in Eulerian coordinates, we will show that the equations
~17! are equivalent to the equations describing evolution
two-dimensional wavelike perturbations in Eulerian coor
nates,

u~x,z,t !5A1~ t !F~a1~ t !x1a3~ t !z1f0!,

w~x,z,t !5A3~ t !F~a1~ t !x1a3~ t !z1f0!,

r~x,z,t !5B~ t !F~a1~ t !x1a3~ t !z1f0!.

Here, vW 5(u(x,z,t),w(x,z,t)) and r(x,z,t) is the two-
dimensional perturbation field,aW (t) is the time-dependen
wave vector in Eulerian coordinates andf0 is an arbitrary
phase shift. These variables satisfy the following equation12
ense or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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da1

dt
5

v̄~ t !2s

2
a3 ,

da3

dt
52

v̄~ t !1s

2
a1 ,

dA1

dt
52

v̄~ t !1s

2
A31

a1

uaW u2
~A1a3~s2v̄~ t !!

1A3a1~s1v̄~ t !!!1
a1a3

uaW u2
B, ~B1!

dA3

dt
5

v̄~ t !2s

2
A11

a3

uaW u2
~A1a3~s2v̄ !

1A3a1~s1v̄~ t !!!1S a3
2

uaW u2
21D B,

dB

dt
52A1b12A3b3 ,

with the mean flow parameters,v̄(t),b1(t),b3(t) defined in
~5! and evolving according to~6!. From the identity

~kW•jW !5~kW•M 21~ t !xW !5~~M 21~ t !!TkW•xW !5~aW ~ t !•xW !,

we obtain the relationship between Eulerian and Lagrang
wave vectors,

aW ~ t !5~M 21~ t !!TkW , kW5M ~ t !TaW ~ t !. ~B2!

Using the incompressibility condition, detM(t)51, we re-
write the transformation formulas above in the explicit for

aW ~ t !5S M22~ t ! 2M21~ t !

2M12~ t ! M11~ t !
D kW ,

kW5S M11~ t ! M21~ t !

M12~ t ! M22~ t !
DaW ~ t !.

Direct evaluation ofdaW (t)/ dt, with the derivatives of trans
formation matrixM (t) computed according to~16!, leads to

daW

dt
5S 2v̄~ t !1s

2
M12~ t !

v̄~ t !2s

2
M11~ t !

2
v̄~ t !1s

2
M22~ t !

v̄~ t !1s

2
M21~ t !

D kW

5S v̄~ t !2s

2
a3

2
v̄~ t !1s

2
a1

D .

The last expression recovers the first two equations in~B1!
that describe the evolution of Eulerian wave vector. Next,
use the incompressibility constraint, (M11(t)M22(t)
2M12(t)M21(t))[1, and the fact thatL̂k

21 in ~24! trans-
forms into 21/uaW u2, to rewrite the equations in~23!, using
Eulerian the wave vectoraW (t),
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dv̂k

dt
52a1~ t !r̂k~ t !,

~B3!

dr̂k

dt
5

M11~ t !a1~ t !1M21~ t !a3~ t !

uaW ~ t !u2 v̂k~ t !.

In the context of plane waves,v̂k(t) is obviously related to
the velocity componentsA1 andA3 via

v̂k~ t !52A1~ t !a3~ t !1A3~ t !a1~ t !.

Here and everywhere else,kW is related toaW (t) via ~B2!. After
taking a derivative of the expression above, we use the eq
tions in ~B1! and the incompressibility conditionAW (t)•aW (t)
[0 to arrive at the first equation in~B3!.

A simple check confirms that the perturbation veloc
components can be expressed in terms of the perturba
vorticity,

A152a3~ t !
v̂k~ t !

uaW ~ t !u2
, A35a1~ t !

v̂k~ t !

uaW ~ t !u2 .

The last equation in~B1! then assumes the form

Bt52b1~ t !A1~ t !2b3~ t !A3~ t !

5~a3~ t !b1~ t !2a1~ t !b3~ t !!
v̂k~ t !

uaW ~ t !u2 . ~B4!

At the end of Sec. II C we showed thatM21(t)[b1(t) and
M11(t)[2b3(t). With this observation,~B4! recovers com-
pletely the second equation in~B3!; this completes the proo
of the equivalence between Eulerian and Lagrangian form
lations.
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